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Meeting Notes 
Attendance & Background 
Attendance included 33 individuals from both the public and private sector (21 public, 12 
private). See the IRSC Website for previous meeting notes, background and the IRSC Charter.  

Resilient WA Subcabinet Update 
On September 27th the Resilient WA Subcabinet meet at the Washington State Capitol to brief 
Governor Inslee on the findings from the 7 workgroups created in response to Directive 16-19, 
as well as the additional 4 workgroups the Governor requested during the May 3 Resilient WA 
Subcabinet meeting. These workgroups are: 

2012 Resilient WA Report: 

• Make schools resilient: structurally, socially, and educationally 
• Encourage utility providers (domestic water supply, wastewater, electricity, natural gas, 

petroleum, and information and communication technology) identify the vulnerabilities 
in their system and mitigate the deficiencies 

• Improve the resilience of buildings in areas of high seismic hazard to improve life safety 
and increase the number of people who will be able to shelter in place 

• Strengthen business continuity planning efforts 
• Strengthen regional transportation networks 
• Make Hospitals resilient – structurally and functionally 
• Identify and map in greater detail sources of seismicity and geologically hazardous areas 

and develop plans for mitigation of identified hazards 
• Improve life safety in coastal communities at risk of local tsunamis 

Cascadia Rising After Action Report: 

• Develop a Mass Care Operational Coordination Plan Annex 
• Plan for the distribution of bulk fuel through the use of master contracts in order to 

support relief efforts, restore essential services, and re-establish commerce 

Emergency Communications: 

• Provide an update on the status of the state’s emergency communication system, 
identify deficiencies, and provide recommendations to remedy these deficiencies  

Per the Governor’s directive, the Sub-Cabinet provided the governor with a detailed draft 
report that catalogues recommendations pertaining to each of the 11 workgroups, as well as 
highlights overarching policy recommendations. This report may be viewed on the Resilient WA 
Subcabinet Website. 

http://mil.wa.gov/emergency-management-division/infrastructure-resilience-sub-committee-irsc
https://www.tvw.org/watch/?eventID=2017091073
http://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/directive/dir_16-19.pdf
https://www.tvw.org/watch/?eventID=2017051030
https://www.tvw.org/watch/?eventID=2017051030
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiYqrTz-sfTAhVT22MKHfZND2cQFggjMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmil.wa.gov%2Fuploads%2Fpdf%2Fseismic-safety-committee%2FRWS%2520final%2520report.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFjfZDspJZW2Hrt7Gt7vKR34aTrPQ&sig2=tOKo3RO010xGJFuf06ZQ7A
http://mil.wa.gov/uploads/pdf/training/cr16-state-aar-final.pdf
https://www.mil.wa.gov/emergency-management-division/resilient-washington-subcabinet
https://www.mil.wa.gov/emergency-management-division/resilient-washington-subcabinet
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Updates on other Infrastructure Related Initiatives 
Regional Resilience Assessment Program (RRAP). The Department of Homeland Security’s 
Office of Infrastructure Protection has been continuing its assessment of the regional 
transportation networks in Western Washington following a catastrophic earthquake. The 
assessment is focused on two objectives: 

1. Analyze and identify priority multi-modal transport routes and facilities that would likely 
be utilized in the CSZ response phase and determine capacity of existing, most-viable 
routes 

2. Identify and prioritize transportation routes and facilities for potential investments of 
hardening, retrofitting, and mitigation measures 

The assessment will generate a report in mid-2018, followed by an 18-month implementation 
phase. 

Puget Sound Regional Supply Chain Resilience Study. Under the auspices of the FEMA 
Technical Assistance Program, 5 Puget Sound jurisdictions (Snohomish County, King County, 
City of Seattle, Pierce County, Thurston County) have embarked on a study of the regions 
supply chains relating to grocery stores, pharmaceuticals, and fuel. The WA State Emergency 
Management Division is supporting the effort to help maintain continuity with existing 
programs across the state. Since this effort has just begun, updates and findings will be made 
available at future IRSC meetings. 

Department of Health’s (DOH) Office of Drinking Water (ODW) 
Greg McKnight of the Office of Drinking Water gave a brief overview of what is being done at 
the state level to address the resilience of the Water/Wastewater sector here in Washington. 
He highlighted issues relating to jurisdictional responsibilities during disaster response 
operations, as well as vague legal mapping of who has regulatory authority over the myriad of 
different water districts present in the state. The Water Supply Forum was also highlighted as a 
powerful effort being spearheaded by the 4 largest water utilities in the greater Puget Sound 
region. Useful links: 

Washington Department of Health’s Office of Drinking Water 

Water Supply Forum’s Resiliency Project  

Public-Private Information Sharing Framework 
Per the 3rd quarter IRSC meeting, WA Emergency Management provided the group with a 
document that provides a high-level overview of the different information portals used in 
emergency management across the state. This overview, titled Emergency Management 
Information Portals, is included in these notes as Attachment 1. 

Based on the need for better public-private information sharing in emergency management, 
the Washington Military Department’s Emergency Management Division drafted a framework 

https://www.fema.gov/fema-technical-assistance-program
https://www.fema.gov/fema-technical-assistance-program
https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/DrinkingWater
http://www.watersupplyforum.org/home/resiliency.html
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for providing private sector organizations direct access into the Washington State Emergency 
Operations Center (SEOC). This framework, titled Integration Framework: Private Sector – State 
Emergency Operations Center, is accompanied by a draft WebEOC Private Sector User 
Agreement. These documents are included in these notes as Attachment 2 & 3.  

Feedback on both the framework and the user agreement is greatly appreciated. Please return 
any feedback to Tristan Allen (tristan.allen@mil.wa.gov) by December 1st.  

Post-disaster Re-Entry 
The Washington State Emergency Management Division’s Private Sector & Infrastructure 
Program presented on the two different state-level re-entry systems in Washington. The first 
system, which is operational under Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), 
is for freight prioritization when a major highway route is closed and traffic is forced to use a 
designated detour route. More information on this program is on the WSDOT Commercial 
Vehicle Detour Pass Website. 

The second system, which is operated by the Washington Military Department’s Emergency 
Management Division, is approved for operation and will be launched pending the 
development of a software platform to support it. This system is designed to facilitate private 
sector re-entry to access communities or facilities post-disaster. For more information on this 
program, please read the Business Re-Entry (BRE) Registration Program Document. 

Way Forward: IRSC Meeting Focus for 2018 
• Washington Military Department’s Emergency Management Division will release the 

dates for 2018 by the end of November  
• Potential focus areas include: 

o Catastrophic planning. Align IRSC meeting with state catastrophic planning 
efforts. Potential to hold sector specific planning meetings 

o Identification of infrastructure “essential elements of information (EEIs)” for 
information sharing  

o Mapping of infrastructure dependency and interdependencies  
• If you are interested in hosting an IRSC meeting in 2018, please contact Tristan Allen 

(tristan.allen@mil.wa.gov) 

 

  

mailto:tristan.allen@mil.wa.gov
http://prezi.com/g-tfmdqe53zz/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/CommercialVehicle/detourpass.htm
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/CommercialVehicle/detourpass.htm
https://mil.wa.gov/uploads/pdf/PLANS/business-re-entry-bre-registration-cemp_esf5-annex_appendix-1_attachem....pdf
mailto:tristan.allen@mil.wa.gov
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Attachments 
1. Emergency Management Information Portals
2. Integration Framework: Private Sector – State Emergency Operations Center
3. WebEOC Private Sector User Agreement



  

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION PORTALS 

Washington Military Department                  
Emergency Management Division 

Private Sector & Infrastructure Program 

Brief overview of tools used to track information relating to critical infrastructure 
facilities. Various levels of government use these tools to plan for, respond to 

and recover from disasters.  
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Disclaimer: The content of this document is the subjective analysis of current 
capabilities by the Washington Military Department, Emergency Management 

Division Private Sector & Infrastructure Program. It is not an official user guide for 
any system, nor is it a review of any software, website or organization. It is not an 

endorsement of any kind. The content of this document is subject to change 
based on updates to improve the accuracy of the information. 
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Geospatial Tools for Situational Awareness 
The following tools map data relating to infrastructure locations, emergency response 
operations, or both. These maps are interactive and generally include: 

• Dynamic data feeds (i.e. information that changes based on input from a live source)  
• Static data sets (i.e. information uploaded that generally will not change) 
• User input data (i.e. information input through the systems user interface, like lines 

drawn around an active incident area, or an icon created to represent a given point of 
interest. Subject matter experts or incident management personnel generally input this 
information).  
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Infrastructure Protection (IP) Gateway 

Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Department of Homeland Security (Office of Infrastructure 
Protection) 

Description: Federal repository for critical infrastructure information including individual 
facilities with corresponding assessments, analytical products and reports. Not a tool for public-
private information sharing. Designed to receive information about public and private sector 
facilities to inform government decision makers and first responders.  

Portal Characteristics:  

• Database of critical infrastructure facilities across the nation 
• Geospatial visualizations with multiple layers for sorting and viewing data 
• Dependency mapper that shows infrastructure dependencies between facilities 
• Events and Incident Tracker for managing pre-planned events or disasters 
• Digital library with information on infrastructure sectors, policy & strategy documents, 

cyber information, among other topics. 

Information Sensativity: Protected Critical Infrastructure Information (PCII). Government only 
access through the Department of Homeland Security. 

URL: https://www.dhs.gov/ipgateway   

https://www.dhs.gov/ipgateway
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Eagle-I 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Department of Energy (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 

Description: Federal power outage tracking system designed to provide a high-level overview of 
the status of the country’s electric grid. Not a tool for public-private information sharing. 
Designed to receive information about public and private sector facilities to inform government 
decision makers and first responders. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Geospatial portal tracking power grid status 
• Tracks transmission line status and customer outage numbers by county, state, and 

FEMA region  
• Expanding to include hazard overlays to identify risk to the electric grid, petroleum and 

natural gas infrastructure 

Information Sensativity: For Official Use Only (FOUO). Government only access through the 
federal Department of Energy 

URL: https://eagle-i.doe.gov  

  

https://eagle-i.doe.gov/
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Washington State Energy Disruption Tracking (WSEDT) 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Planet Risk, Inc. / Washington State Department of Commerce (State 
Energy Office) 

Description: Geospatial portal, with corresponding analysis and reports, designed for tracking 
and managing the effects of disasters on energy infrastructure. Serves as the primary tool for 
the Emergency Support Function (ESF) 12 when the WA State Emergency Operations Center 
(SEOC) activates in response to a disaster. Not currently utilized as a tool for public-private 
information sharing. Designed to receive information about public and private sector facilities 
to inform government decision makers and first responders. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Geospatial portal tracking infrastructure facility locations 
• Some data is a live feed from facility owner/operators, some data is a static upload 
• Feature for managing a disaster and producing supporting documents 
• Requires an end user to manually update data during a response 

Information Sensativity: For Official Use Only (FOUO). Government only access through the 
Washington State Department of Commerce. 

URL: www.planetrisk.com  

  

http://www.planetrisk.com/
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Washington Information Sharing Environment (WISE) 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Washington Military Department, Emergency Management Division  

Description: Geospatial portal that aggregates all relevant data layers for emergency 
management in the state of Washington. Administered by the Military Department, this tool is 
the primary visualization tool used in the WA State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) to 
visualize all information relating to response operations. Private sector account credentials and 
data layers can facilitate public-private information sharing. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Built on ESRI ArcGIS software platform 
• Geospatial portal with a wide range of layers that include geography, hazards, 

infrastructure, and population 
• Tied into WebEOC mapping function 

Information Sensativity: Publicly available. Some portions are For Official Use Only (FOUO) 

URL: https://wise.wamil.us/wmd/home/  

  

https://wise.wamil.us/wmd/home/
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National Interagency Fire Enterprise Geospatial Portal (Fire EGP) 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) 

Description: The Fire EGP provides standardized geospatial information for the full range of 
wildfire activities ranging from response to planning, and leverages a central source of spatial 
data for mapping, decision support, business intelligence, and situational awareness. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Specific to wildfire 
• Overlays nationwide wildfires & corresponding response efforts with data layers 

including population, weather, airspace, and other relevant data to wildfire response 
• Requires account logins issued by the NIFC 

Information Sensativity: Publicly available, yet requires login 

URL: https://egp.nwcg.gov  

  

https://egp.nwcg.gov/
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Incident Management Software 
Incident management software systems are designed to collect event-specific information and 
organize it into pre-determined categories or report formats to support response efforts. They 
may include a geospatial component, or may be used in conjunction with one. They have an 
inherent characteristic of information sharing but are not intended to be used outside of 
response operations to specific disasters or incidents. 
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WebEOC 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Intermedix / Multiple public-sector emergency management 
organizations utilize this system, including: 

• FEMA Region 10 
• Washington Military Department, Emergency Management Division  
• 36 Washington Counties 

Description: WebEOC is a standard tool used by many emergency management organizations 
across the country. It is the overarching incident management software for State Emergency 
Operations Center (SEOC) activations. Private sector account credentials and data layers can 
facilitate public-private information sharing. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Software incident management system 
• Includes event reporting, resource tracking, contact lists, report generation and 

information management  
• Accessible to federal, state and local levels of government 
• Most common standard used for incident management in the state and region 
• Linked to Washington Information Sharing Environment (WISE) geospatial portal 

Information Sensativity: Publicly available 

URLs: http://preparedness.intermedix.com/solutions/webeoc | https://mil.wa.gov/other-
links/web-eoc  

  

http://preparedness.intermedix.com/solutions/webeoc
https://mil.wa.gov/other-links/web-eoc
https://mil.wa.gov/other-links/web-eoc
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Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (NWCC): 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM) / Northwest Interagency 
Coordination Center (NWCC) 

Description: The Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (NWCC) is the Geographic Area 
Coordination Center for the Northwest Region which includes the States of Oregon and 
Washington. The NWCC serves as the focal point for interagency resource coordination, 
logistics support, aviation support and predictive services for all state and federal agencies 
involved in wildland fire management and suppression in the region. Cooperating agencies 
include the: Bureau of Land Management, US Forest Service, Oregon Dept of Forestry, US Fish 
and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington Dept. of Natural Resources and the 
National Park Service.  

Portal Characteristics:  

• Specific to wildfire 
• Includes informational products such as fire maps, large fire summaries, predictive 

services, links to partners  
• Links to wildfire coordination portals including Resource Ordering and Status System 

(ROSS), dispatch tools, and contracting information  

Information Sensativity: Publicly available, wildfire coordination portals require login 

URL: https://gacc.nifc.gov/nwcc/  

  

https://gacc.nifc.gov/nwcc/
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Information Sharing Networks 
Information sharing networks enable the exchange of information between all levels of 
government and the private sector. In some cases, these networks accommodate Sensitive but 
Unclassified (SBU) information and require some degree of vetting and account credentialing. 
While these networks may be utilized during response operations, their functionality extends 
outside of response operations (i.e. they are used during “normal”, “day-to-day” operations or 
“steady state” operations). Homeland security, public safety and infrastructure communities 
use these networks to share information about threats & risk, and coordinate planning and 
mitigation activities.  
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Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN) 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Department of Homeland Security 

Description: HSIN is a network for homeland security mission operations to share Sensitive but 
Unclassified (SBU) information. Federal, State, Local, Territorial, Tribal, International and Private 
Sector homeland security partners may use HSIN to manage operations, analyze data, send 
alerts and notices, and in general, share information. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Alerts and Notifications 
• Basic Learning Management System (LMS) 
• Comprehensive HSIN Training 
• Document Repository 
• GIS Mapping 
• Instant Messaging (HSIN Chat) 
• Managed Workflow Capabilities 
• Secure Messaging (HSINBox) 
• Web Conferencing (HSIN Connect) 

Information Sensativity: Sensitive but Unclassified / For Official Use Only (FOUO) 

URL: https://www.dhs.gov/homeland-security-information-network-hsin  

https://www.dhs.gov/homeland-security-information-network-hsin
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InfraGard 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: InfraGard / Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 

Description: InfraGard is a partnership between the FBI and members of the private sector. The 
InfraGard program provides a vehicle for public-private collaboration to expedite the exchange 
of information and promotes mutual learning opportunities relevant to the protection of 
Critical Infrastructure. InfraGard's membership includes business executives, entrepreneurs, 
military and government officials, computer professionals, academia and state and local law 
enforcement. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Closed network with account credentialing 
• Based on regional “chapters”, but with access to broader, nation-wide information 
• Focus on critical infrastructure with strong emphasis on cyber crime 
• FBI news feed 

Information Sensativity: Sensitive but Unclassified / For Official Use Only (FOUO) 

URL: https://www.infragard.org  

  

https://www.infragard.org/
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Northwest Warning, Alert & Response Network (NW WARN) 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Pacific Northwest Economic Region (PNWER) / Washington State Fusion 
Center (WSFC) 

Description: NW WARN is essentially a large contact list that is organized in smaller lists 
determined by critical infrastructure sectors, political jurisdictions, and/or other relevant 
categorization. Members are provided membership to the relevant sub-categories based on 
their individual subject matter interests. The Washington State Fusion Center utilizes the list to 
distribute emails relevant to the homeland security, public safety, and critical infrastructure 
communities.   

Portal Characteristics:  

• Closed network with account credentialing 
• Membership provides access to contact lists 
• Members are given access to sub-categories based on their interest  

Information Sensativity: Access to NW WARN is not sensitive, however products distributed to 
NW WARN distribution lists may be For Official Use Only (FOUO) 

URL: http://nwwarn.org   

  

http://nwwarn.org/
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FEMA National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: FEMA (Office of External Affairs, Private Sector Division) 

Description: The National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) is FEMA's virtual 
clearing house for two-way information sharing between public and private sector stakeholders 
in preparing for, responding to, or recovering from disasters. Participation in the NBEOC is 
completely voluntary and open to all members of the private sector, including large and small 
businesses, chambers of commerce, trade associations, universities, think-tanks, and non-
profits. During response activities, NBEOC members are linked into FEMA's National Response 
Coordination Center (NRCC), activated Regional Response Coordination Centers (RRCCs), and 
the broader network of emergency management operations to include our state and federal 
partners. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Joining the NBEOC puts you on a contact list for notifications of NBEOC activity 
• During response activities, NBEOC sessions are held in a webinar format where briefs 

are provided and open discussion occurs 
• NBEOC generally only activity occurs where there is a federally declared disaster. State 

and local emergency managers generally participate in NBEOC webinars when their 
jurisdictions are within the declared disaster area 

Information Sensativity: Publicly available 

URL: https://www.fema.gov/nbeoc  

https://www.fema.gov/nbeoc
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Seattle / King County Business Emergency Operations Center (BEOC) 

 

Owner/Lead Agency: Microsoft Yammer / Seattle & King County Offices of Emergency 
Management  

Description: The Seattle King County Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) is built in 
the Microsoft Yammer social media platform. The BEOC offers two-way communication 
between Seattle and King County Office of Emergency management in a social media format 
with groups organized around infrastructure sectors and message boards the share 
information. 

Portal Characteristics:  

• Need a Yammer account to participate 
• Access to group and sub-groups granted by administrator  
• Accessible during activations of the Seattle Emergency Operations Center and/or the 

King County Regional Emergency Communication Coordination Center 
• Relevant to areas under the City of Seattle or King County jurisdiction  

Information Sensativity: Publicly available, requires a Yammer account and permission to join 
the group from an administrator 

URL: https://www.yammer.com/kingcountybusinessemergencyoperationscenter  

 

https://www.yammer.com/kingcountybusinessemergencyoperationscenter


  

INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK: 
PRIVATE SECTOR – STATE 

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS 
CENTER 

Washington Military Department                  
Emergency Management Division 

Private Sector & Infrastructure Program 

Framework for private sector participation in SEOC activations 
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Background 
The private sector is a vital part of the emergency management team. The state's vast network 
of business, industry, academia, trade associations, and other non-governmental organizations 
are equal - and equally responsible - partners in every phase from preparedness to response 
and recovery to mitigation. Acknowledging that the private sector owns roughly 85% of the 
state’s infrastructure, public-private coordination is especially important. To facilitate this, the 
WA Emergency Management Division (EMD) maintains a framework to exchanging information 
and coordinate response operations with private sector partners.  

Integration Framework 
This framework allows for two levels of interaction with the WA State Emergency Operations 
Center (SEOC): 

Observation 

Any private sector organization may access information in the SEOC during an activation 
through the WebEOC incident management application and/or the Washington Information 
Sharing Environment (WISE) geospatial application. Although this allows an organization access 
to information via these two applications in a “view only” capacity – it does not allow them to 
contribute information to the applications or communication through them. Note: “View only” 
access to these applications does not include certain information categories.  

WebEOC: https://mil.wa.gov/other-links/web-eoc  

WISE: https://wise.wamil.us/wmd/home/   

Participation 

Includes account credentials for WebEOC and WISE. Participation in SEOC activations occurs 
through the relevant Emergency Support Function (ESF) as coordinated through the EMD 
Private Sector Program. Participation may be virtual, via SEOC communications and incident 
management software (WebEOC & WISE), or through a physical presence in the SEOC. Private 
sector participation is encouraged at all relevant ESFs within the SEOC, and may be sought by 
state emergency managers under specific circumstances. To participate in SEOC activations, 
private sector personnel should meet the requirements laid out in the State Emergency 
Operations Center Staff Training Plan (attached).  

Private sector requests to participate in SEOC activations should be made to the EMD Private 
Sector Program via email of telephone. 

EMD Private Sector Program 
business@mil.wa.gov | 253-512-7054  
 

https://mil.wa.gov/other-links/web-eoc
https://wise.wamil.us/wmd/home/
mailto:business@mil.wa.gov
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The above figure depicts the two different levels of interaction a private sector organization 
may pursue (observing through virtual platforms, participating through virtual platforms, or 

through a physical presence in the SEOC). 

 

OBSERVE 

• No training requirements 
• Access to WebEOC and WISE 

is “read only”  
• Further interaction with SEOC 

through Business Liaison 

 
PARTICIPATE  

• Training requirements 
• WebEOC & WISE account 

credentials 
• Partner directly with a state 

agency 
• Integrate into relevant ESF 

 

 
VIRTUAL 

PHYSICAL 

Personnel manning 
workstation(s) in State 
Emergency Operations Center - 
Camp Murray, WA 

 

 

WebEOC 

WISE 
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WebEOC Private Entity User Agreement 

Between 

WASHINGTON STATE MILITARY DEPARTMENT (MIL) 

and 

_______________________________________ (Private Entity User) 

This Private Entity User Agreement is entered into by and between the Washington State 
Military Department (MIL) and ____________________________________ (Private User) 
to establish the use, content, and disclosure of documents/data to be shared on the WebEOC 
server that is maintained by MIL.  

A.  KEY PERSONNEL 
The individuals listed below shall be considered Key Personnel.  The Key Personnel for 
each of the parties shall be the contact person for all communications regarding the 
performance of this Agreement.  Any substitution of Private User’s Key Personnel must 
be made by written notification to MIL. 

     Private Entity User      Military Department 

Name   Name Debbie Bostwick 

Title   Title WebEOC Administrator 

E-Mail   E-Mail debbie.bostwick@mil.wa.gov 

Phone   Phone 253‐512‐7020 

Address   Address Bldg 20, MS: TA‐20 
Camp Murray, WA 98430‐5122 

    
 
B. DEFINITIONS 

1. Washington Military Department (MIL), Emergency Management Division 
(EMD) Director: The Director of MIL’s EMD, is the sponsoring authority for 
WebEOC.  The EMD Director or designee approves requests to become a WebEOC 
User and revokes such approval, if needed. 

2. Private Entity User (Private User): A private entity that has been authorized use of 
WebEOC by the EMD Director or designee. 

3. User: A Washington state agency, local government, tribe, federal entity, Private User 
or other entity that has been authorized use of WebEOC by the EMD Director or 
designee.   
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4. WebEOC Administrator: The position within the MIL responsible for the 
administration, training, and technical support of WebEOC. The WebEOC 
Administrator creates User accounts and grants data access permissions based on User 
credentials. 

5. WebEOC Coordinator: Each User will designate a WebEOC Coordinator to provide 
local administrative and technical support.  WebEOC Coordinators will serve as 
liaisons with the WebEOC Administrator. 

C. CONDITIONS 
As a condition of being approved as a WebEOC Private User, the undersigned, as the Private 
User’s authorized representative, agrees to observe and strictly adhere to the following 
requirements: 

1. Official Business Only 

MIL maintains a crisis information management system, commonly referred to as 
WebEOC, available for use by Washington state agencies, local governments, tribes, 
private entities, and federal entities (Users), as a collaborative tool for managing and 
sharing emergency management information.  The purpose of WebEOC is to provide a 
network platform for Users to post, receive, share, organize, process, and manage 
emergency and public safety information from and with the State Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC) for the MIL’s emergency management purposes authorized 
under RCW 38.52.  No other use shall be permitted, and personal use is prohibited.  
Users shall have no expectation of privacy in the use of WebEOC. 

2. Disclosure of Public Records–Defense and Hold Harmless 

All information retained on the MIL’s WebEOC server, including information about 
use of WebEOC or posted by a User onto the WebEOC server, is a public record 
subject to public disclosure under RCW 42.56, the Public Records Act (PRA). 

MIL will process all requests received for WebEOC records in accordance with MIL’s 
Public Records Policy. 

3. Termination of Use 

MIL reserves the right to terminate use of the WebEOC system and the User account 
for any reason and at any time within its sole discretion, including, but not limited to, 
violations of law, this Agreement, operational security, or negligent or unauthorized 
use. 

4. Account Restrictions 

If the User or MIL determines that use of the WebEOC account violated a law, this 
Agreement, or operational security, or was for an unauthorized purpose, MIL and the  
User may agree the User can continue using WebEOC if the User restricts the 
individual(s) involved from accessing any of the User’s account, investigates the 
violation or unauthorized use, and implements appropriate disciplinary actions, if 
applicable. 
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5. Sanctions 

A violation of law, this Agreement, or operational security involving the use of 
WebEOC may result in termination of WebEOC access privileges and User Account, 
referral for appropriate disciplinary action (if applicable), and civil and criminal 
sanctions as allowed by law. 

6. User Accounts and Passwords 

Each User is assigned an appropriate number of accounts, usernames, and passwords to 
be used for authentication.  Passwords must be kept secret.  It is the User’s 
responsibility to protect User passwords.  The User will be held accountable for all 
activity under the User’s accounts.  If a User account is compromised, the User must 
report it to the WebEOC Administrator immediately. 

7. Report Security Violations 

If the User becomes aware of any violation of these requirements or suspects that the  
User’s password(s) may have been compromised or acquired by a non-User, it is the  
User’s responsibility to report that information immediately to the WebEOC 
Administrator. 

8. Period of Agreement 

This agreement shall remain in full force and effect so long as the User has access to or 
maintains records in the WebEOC server. 

Users shall direct any questions regarding the proper operation or security of the WebEOC 
system to the WebEOC Administrator. 
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Private User’s Authorized Representative: 

I have read and agree to the Private Entity User Agreement. 

Organization/Entity:   

Print Name:   

Title:    

Signature:    Date:   

Emergency Management Division Director or Designee: 

I have authorized the Private User organization/entity named above to have one or more 
Washington State WebEOC Accounts. 

Print Name: Robert Ezelle  

Title: EMD Director   

Signature:    Date:   

 

BOILERPLATE APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
Dawn C. Cortez (signature on file _________) 
Assistant Attorney General 
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	Attendance & Background
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	Department of Health’s (DOH) Office of Drinking Water (ODW)
	Public-Private Information Sharing Framework
	Post-disaster Re-Entry
	Way Forward: IRSC Meeting Focus for 2018

	Attendance included 33 individuals from both the public and private sector (21 public, 12 private). See the IRSC Website for previous meeting notes, background and the IRSC Charter. 
	On September 27th the Resilient WA Subcabinet meet at the Washington State Capitol to brief Governor Inslee on the findings from the 7 workgroups created in response to Directive 16-19, as well as the additional 4 workgroups the Governor requested during the May 3 Resilient WA Subcabinet meeting. These workgroups are:
	2012 Resilient WA Report:
	 Make schools resilient: structurally, socially, and educationally
	 Encourage utility providers (domestic water supply, wastewater, electricity, natural gas, petroleum, and information and communication technology) identify the vulnerabilities in their system and mitigate the deficiencies
	 Improve the resilience of buildings in areas of high seismic hazard to improve life safety and increase the number of people who will be able to shelter in place
	 Strengthen business continuity planning efforts
	 Strengthen regional transportation networks
	 Make Hospitals resilient – structurally and functionally
	 Identify and map in greater detail sources of seismicity and geologically hazardous areas and develop plans for mitigation of identified hazards
	 Improve life safety in coastal communities at risk of local tsunamis
	Cascadia Rising After Action Report:
	 Develop a Mass Care Operational Coordination Plan Annex
	 Plan for the distribution of bulk fuel through the use of master contracts in order to support relief efforts, restore essential services, and re-establish commerce
	Emergency Communications:
	 Provide an update on the status of the state’s emergency communication system, identify deficiencies, and provide recommendations to remedy these deficiencies 
	Per the Governor’s directive, the Sub-Cabinet provided the governor with a detailed draft report that catalogues recommendations pertaining to each of the 11 workgroups, as well as highlights overarching policy recommendations. This report may be viewed on the Resilient WA Subcabinet Website.
	Regional Resilience Assessment Program (RRAP). The Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Infrastructure Protection has been continuing its assessment of the regional transportation networks in Western Washington following a catastrophic earthquake. The assessment is focused on two objectives:
	1. Analyze and identify priority multi-modal transport routes and facilities that would likely be utilized in the CSZ response phase and determine capacity of existing, most-viable routes
	2. Identify and prioritize transportation routes and facilities for potential investments of hardening, retrofitting, and mitigation measures
	The assessment will generate a report in mid-2018, followed by an 18-month implementation phase.
	Puget Sound Regional Supply Chain Resilience Study. Under the auspices of the FEMA Technical Assistance Program, 5 Puget Sound jurisdictions (Snohomish County, King County, City of Seattle, Pierce County, Thurston County) have embarked on a study of the regions supply chains relating to grocery stores, pharmaceuticals, and fuel. The WA State Emergency Management Division is supporting the effort to help maintain continuity with existing programs across the state. Since this effort has just begun, updates and findings will be made available at future IRSC meetings.
	Greg McKnight of the Office of Drinking Water gave a brief overview of what is being done at the state level to address the resilience of the Water/Wastewater sector here in Washington. He highlighted issues relating to jurisdictional responsibilities during disaster response operations, as well as vague legal mapping of who has regulatory authority over the myriad of different water districts present in the state. The Water Supply Forum was also highlighted as a powerful effort being spearheaded by the 4 largest water utilities in the greater Puget Sound region. Useful links:
	Washington Department of Health’s Office of Drinking Water
	Water Supply Forum’s Resiliency Project 
	Per the 3rd quarter IRSC meeting, WA Emergency Management provided the group with a document that provides a high-level overview of the different information portals used in emergency management across the state. This overview, titled Emergency Management Information Portals, is included in these notes as Attachment 1.
	Based on the need for better public-private information sharing in emergency management, the Washington Military Department’s Emergency Management Division drafted a framework for providing private sector organizations direct access into the Washington State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC). This framework, titled Integration Framework: Private Sector – State Emergency Operations Center, is accompanied by a draft WebEOC Private Sector User Agreement. These documents are included in these notes as Attachment 2 & 3. 
	Feedback on both the framework and the user agreement is greatly appreciated. Please return any feedback to Tristan Allen (tristan.allen@mil.wa.gov) by December 1st. 
	The Washington State Emergency Management Division’s Private Sector & Infrastructure Program presented on the two different state-level re-entry systems in Washington. The first system, which is operational under Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), is for freight prioritization when a major highway route is closed and traffic is forced to use a designated detour route. More information on this program is on the WSDOT Commercial Vehicle Detour Pass Website.
	The second system, which is operated by the Washington Military Department’s Emergency Management Division, is approved for operation and will be launched pending the development of a software platform to support it. This system is designed to facilitate private sector re-entry to access communities or facilities post-disaster. For more information on this program, please read the Business Re-Entry (BRE) Registration Program Document.
	 Washington Military Department’s Emergency Management Division will release the dates for 2018 by the end of November 
	 Potential focus areas include:
	o Catastrophic planning. Align IRSC meeting with state catastrophic planning efforts. Potential to hold sector specific planning meetings
	o Identification of infrastructure “essential elements of information (EEIs)” for information sharing 
	o Mapping of infrastructure dependency and interdependencies 
	 If you are interested in hosting an IRSC meeting in 2018, please contact Tristan Allen (tristan.allen@mil.wa.gov)
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	Emergency Management Information Portals
	Contents
	Geospatial Tools for Situational Awareness 2
	Infrastructure Protection (IP) Gateway 3
	Eagle-I 4
	Washington State Energy Disruption Tracking (WSEDT) 5
	Washington Information Sharing Environment (WISE) 6
	National Interagency Fire Enterprise Geospatial Portal (Fire EGP) 7
	Incident Management Software 8
	WebEOC 9
	Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (NWCC): 10
	Information Sharing Networks 11
	Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN) 12
	InfraGard 13
	Northwest Warning, Alert & Response Network (NW WARN) 14
	FEMA National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) 15
	Seattle / King County Business Emergency Operations Center (BEOC) 16
	Disclaimer: The content of this document is the subjective analysis of current capabilities by the Washington Military Department, Emergency Management Division Private Sector & Infrastructure Program. It is not an official user guide for any system, nor is it a review of any software, website or organization. It is not an endorsement of any kind. The content of this document is subject to change based on updates to improve the accuracy of the information.
	Geospatial Tools for Situational Awareness
	Infrastructure Protection (IP) Gateway
	Eagle-I
	Washington State Energy Disruption Tracking (WSEDT)
	Washington Information Sharing Environment (WISE)
	National Interagency Fire Enterprise Geospatial Portal (Fire EGP)

	The following tools map data relating to infrastructure locations, emergency response operations, or both. These maps are interactive and generally include:
	 Dynamic data feeds (i.e. information that changes based on input from a live source) 
	 Static data sets (i.e. information uploaded that generally will not change)
	 User input data (i.e. information input through the systems user interface, like lines drawn around an active incident area, or an icon created to represent a given point of interest. Subject matter experts or incident management personnel generally input this information). 
	Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Department of Homeland Security (Office of Infrastructure Protection)
	Description: Federal repository for critical infrastructure information including individual facilities with corresponding assessments, analytical products and reports. Not a tool for public-private information sharing. Designed to receive information about public and private sector facilities to inform government decision makers and first responders. 
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Database of critical infrastructure facilities across the nation
	 Geospatial visualizations with multiple layers for sorting and viewing data
	 Dependency mapper that shows infrastructure dependencies between facilities
	 Events and Incident Tracker for managing pre-planned events or disasters
	 Digital library with information on infrastructure sectors, policy & strategy documents, cyber information, among other topics.
	Information Sensativity: Protected Critical Infrastructure Information (PCII). Government only access through the Department of Homeland Security.
	URL: https://www.dhs.gov/ipgateway 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Department of Energy (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
	Description: Federal power outage tracking system designed to provide a high-level overview of the status of the country’s electric grid. Not a tool for public-private information sharing. Designed to receive information about public and private sector facilities to inform government decision makers and first responders.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Geospatial portal tracking power grid status
	 Tracks transmission line status and customer outage numbers by county, state, and FEMA region 
	 Expanding to include hazard overlays to identify risk to the electric grid, petroleum and natural gas infrastructure
	Information Sensativity: For Official Use Only (FOUO). Government only access through the federal Department of Energy
	URL: https://eagle-i.doe.gov 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Planet Risk, Inc. / Washington State Department of Commerce (State Energy Office)
	Description: Geospatial portal, with corresponding analysis and reports, designed for tracking and managing the effects of disasters on energy infrastructure. Serves as the primary tool for the Emergency Support Function (ESF) 12 when the WA State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) activates in response to a disaster. Not currently utilized as a tool for public-private information sharing. Designed to receive information about public and private sector facilities to inform government decision makers and first responders.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Geospatial portal tracking infrastructure facility locations
	 Some data is a live feed from facility owner/operators, some data is a static upload
	 Feature for managing a disaster and producing supporting documents
	 Requires an end user to manually update data during a response
	Information Sensativity: For Official Use Only (FOUO). Government only access through the Washington State Department of Commerce.
	URL: www.planetrisk.com 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Washington Military Department, Emergency Management Division 
	Description: Geospatial portal that aggregates all relevant data layers for emergency management in the state of Washington. Administered by the Military Department, this tool is the primary visualization tool used in the WA State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) to visualize all information relating to response operations. Private sector account credentials and data layers can facilitate public-private information sharing.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Built on ESRI ArcGIS software platform
	 Geospatial portal with a wide range of layers that include geography, hazards, infrastructure, and population
	 Tied into WebEOC mapping function
	Information Sensativity: Publicly available. Some portions are For Official Use Only (FOUO)
	URL: https://wise.wamil.us/wmd/home/ 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC)
	Description: The Fire EGP provides standardized geospatial information for the full range of wildfire activities ranging from response to planning, and leverages a central source of spatial data for mapping, decision support, business intelligence, and situational awareness.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Specific to wildfire
	 Overlays nationwide wildfires & corresponding response efforts with data layers including population, weather, airspace, and other relevant data to wildfire response
	 Requires account logins issued by the NIFC
	Information Sensativity: Publicly available, yet requires login
	URL: https://egp.nwcg.gov 
	Incident Management Software
	WebEOC
	Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (NWCC):

	Incident management software systems are designed to collect event-specific information and organize it into pre-determined categories or report formats to support response efforts. They may include a geospatial component, or may be used in conjunction with one. They have an inherent characteristic of information sharing but are not intended to be used outside of response operations to specific disasters or incidents.
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Intermedix / Multiple public-sector emergency management organizations utilize this system, including:
	 FEMA Region 10
	 Washington Military Department, Emergency Management Division 
	 36 Washington Counties
	Description: WebEOC is a standard tool used by many emergency management organizations across the country. It is the overarching incident management software for State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) activations. Private sector account credentials and data layers can facilitate public-private information sharing.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Software incident management system
	 Includes event reporting, resource tracking, contact lists, report generation and information management 
	 Accessible to federal, state and local levels of government
	 Most common standard used for incident management in the state and region
	 Linked to Washington Information Sharing Environment (WISE) geospatial portal
	Information Sensativity: Publicly available
	URLs: http://preparedness.intermedix.com/solutions/webeoc | https://mil.wa.gov/other-links/web-eoc 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM) / Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (NWCC)
	Description: The Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (NWCC) is the Geographic Area Coordination Center for the Northwest Region which includes the States of Oregon and Washington. The NWCC serves as the focal point for interagency resource coordination, logistics support, aviation support and predictive services for all state and federal agencies involved in wildland fire management and suppression in the region. Cooperating agencies include the: Bureau of Land Management, US Forest Service, Oregon Dept of Forestry, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington Dept. of Natural Resources and the National Park Service. 
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Specific to wildfire
	 Includes informational products such as fire maps, large fire summaries, predictive services, links to partners 
	 Links to wildfire coordination portals including Resource Ordering and Status System (ROSS), dispatch tools, and contracting information 
	Information Sensativity: Publicly available, wildfire coordination portals require login
	URL: https://gacc.nifc.gov/nwcc/ 
	Information Sharing Networks
	Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN)
	InfraGard
	Northwest Warning, Alert & Response Network (NW WARN)
	FEMA National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC)
	Seattle / King County Business Emergency Operations Center (BEOC)

	Information sharing networks enable the exchange of information between all levels of government and the private sector. In some cases, these networks accommodate Sensitive but Unclassified (SBU) information and require some degree of vetting and account credentialing. While these networks may be utilized during response operations, their functionality extends outside of response operations (i.e. they are used during “normal”, “day-to-day” operations or “steady state” operations). Homeland security, public safety and infrastructure communities use these networks to share information about threats & risk, and coordinate planning and mitigation activities.
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Federal Department of Homeland Security
	Description: HSIN is a network for homeland security mission operations to share Sensitive but Unclassified (SBU) information. Federal, State, Local, Territorial, Tribal, International and Private Sector homeland security partners may use HSIN to manage operations, analyze data, send alerts and notices, and in general, share information.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Alerts and Notifications
	 Basic Learning Management System (LMS)
	 Comprehensive HSIN Training
	 Document Repository
	 GIS Mapping
	 Instant Messaging (HSIN Chat)
	 Managed Workflow Capabilities
	 Secure Messaging (HSINBox)
	 Web Conferencing (HSIN Connect)
	Information Sensativity: Sensitive but Unclassified / For Official Use Only (FOUO)
	URL: https://www.dhs.gov/homeland-security-information-network-hsin 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: InfraGard / Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
	Description: InfraGard is a partnership between the FBI and members of the private sector. The InfraGard program provides a vehicle for public-private collaboration to expedite the exchange of information and promotes mutual learning opportunities relevant to the protection of Critical Infrastructure. InfraGard's membership includes business executives, entrepreneurs, military and government officials, computer professionals, academia and state and local law enforcement.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Closed network with account credentialing
	 Based on regional “chapters”, but with access to broader, nation-wide information
	 Focus on critical infrastructure with strong emphasis on cyber crime
	 FBI news feed
	Information Sensativity: Sensitive but Unclassified / For Official Use Only (FOUO)
	URL: https://www.infragard.org 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Pacific Northwest Economic Region (PNWER) / Washington State Fusion Center (WSFC)
	Description: NW WARN is essentially a large contact list that is organized in smaller lists determined by critical infrastructure sectors, political jurisdictions, and/or other relevant categorization. Members are provided membership to the relevant sub-categories based on their individual subject matter interests. The Washington State Fusion Center utilizes the list to distribute emails relevant to the homeland security, public safety, and critical infrastructure communities.  
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Closed network with account credentialing
	 Membership provides access to contact lists
	 Members are given access to sub-categories based on their interest 
	Information Sensativity: Access to NW WARN is not sensitive, however products distributed to NW WARN distribution lists may be For Official Use Only (FOUO)
	URL: http://nwwarn.org  
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: FEMA (Office of External Affairs, Private Sector Division)
	Description: The National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) is FEMA's virtual clearing house for two-way information sharing between public and private sector stakeholders in preparing for, responding to, or recovering from disasters. Participation in the NBEOC is completely voluntary and open to all members of the private sector, including large and small businesses, chambers of commerce, trade associations, universities, think-tanks, and non-profits. During response activities, NBEOC members are linked into FEMA's National Response Coordination Center (NRCC), activated Regional Response Coordination Centers (RRCCs), and the broader network of emergency management operations to include our state and federal partners.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Joining the NBEOC puts you on a contact list for notifications of NBEOC activity
	 During response activities, NBEOC sessions are held in a webinar format where briefs are provided and open discussion occurs
	 NBEOC generally only activity occurs where there is a federally declared disaster. State and local emergency managers generally participate in NBEOC webinars when their jurisdictions are within the declared disaster area
	Information Sensativity: Publicly available
	URL: https://www.fema.gov/nbeoc 
	/
	Owner/Lead Agency: Microsoft Yammer / Seattle & King County Offices of Emergency Management 
	Description: The Seattle King County Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) is built in the Microsoft Yammer social media platform. The BEOC offers two-way communication between Seattle and King County Office of Emergency management in a social media format with groups organized around infrastructure sectors and message boards the share information.
	Portal Characteristics: 
	 Need a Yammer account to participate
	 Access to group and sub-groups granted by administrator 
	 Accessible during activations of the Seattle Emergency Operations Center and/or the King County Regional Emergency Communication Coordination Center
	 Relevant to areas under the City of Seattle or King County jurisdiction 
	Information Sensativity: Publicly available, requires a Yammer account and permission to join the group from an administrator
	URL: https://www.yammer.com/kingcountybusinessemergencyoperationscenter 

	Private Sector - SEOC Integration Framework DRAFT
	Background
	The private sector is a vital part of the emergency management team. The state's vast network of business, industry, academia, trade associations, and other non-governmental organizations are equal - and equally responsible - partners in every phase from preparedness to response and recovery to mitigation. Acknowledging that the private sector owns roughly 85% of the state’s infrastructure, public-private coordination is especially important. To facilitate this, the WA Emergency Management Division (EMD) maintains a framework to exchanging information and coordinate response operations with private sector partners. 
	Integration Framework
	EMD Private Sector Program

	This framework allows for two levels of interaction with the WA State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC):
	Any private sector organization may access information in the SEOC during an activation through the WebEOC incident management application and/or the Washington Information Sharing Environment (WISE) geospatial application. Although this allows an organization access to information via these two applications in a “view only” capacity – it does not allow them to contribute information to the applications or communication through them. Note: “View only” access to these applications does not include certain information categories. 
	WebEOC: https://mil.wa.gov/other-links/web-eoc 
	WISE: https://wise.wamil.us/wmd/home/  
	Includes account credentials for WebEOC and WISE. Participation in SEOC activations occurs through the relevant Emergency Support Function (ESF) as coordinated through the EMD Private Sector Program. Participation may be virtual, via SEOC communications and incident management software (WebEOC & WISE), or through a physical presence in the SEOC. Private sector participation is encouraged at all relevant ESFs within the SEOC, and may be sought by state emergency managers under specific circumstances. To participate in SEOC activations, private sector personnel should meet the requirements laid out in the State Emergency Operations Center Staff Training Plan (attached). 
	Private sector requests to participate in SEOC activations should be made to the EMD Private Sector Program via email of telephone.
	business@mil.wa.gov | 253-512-7054 
	The above figure depicts the two different levels of interaction a private sector organization may pursue (observing through virtual platforms, participating through virtual platforms, or through a physical presence in the SEOC).
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